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Three experiments investigated the relationship between harmonic number, harmonic resolvability,
and the perception of harmonic complexes. Complexes with successive equal-amplitude sine- or
random-phase harmonic components of a 100- or 200-Hz fundamental frequency (f 0) were
presented dichotically, with even and odd components to opposite ears, or diotically, with all
harmonics presented to both ears. Experiment 1 measured performance in discriminating a 3.5%–
5% frequency difference between a component of a harmonic complex and a pure tone in isolation.
Listeners achieved at least 75% correct for approximately the first 10 and 20 individual harmonics
in the diotic and dichotic conditions, respectively, verifying that only processes before the binaural
combination of information limit frequency selectivity. Experiment 2 measured fundamental
frequency difference limens (f 0 DLs) as a function of the average lowest harmonic number. Similar
results at bothf 0’s provide further evidence that harmonic number, not absolute frequency,
underlies the order-of-magnitude increase observed inf 0 DLs when only harmonics above about the
10th are presented. Similar results under diotic and dichotic conditions indicate that the auditory
system, in performingf 0 discrimination, is unable to utilize the additional peripherally resolved
harmonics in the dichotic case. In experiment 3, dichotic complexes containing harmonics below the
12th, or only above the 15th, elicited pitches of thef 0 and twice thef 0 , respectively. Together,
experiments 2 and 3 suggest that harmonic number, regardless of peripheral resolvability, governs
the transition between two different pitch percepts, one based on the frequencies of individual
resolved harmonics and the other based on the periodicity of the temporal envelope. ©2003
American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1121/1.1572146#

PACS numbers: 43.66.Hg, 43.66.Fe, 43.66.Ba@NFV#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The mechanisms underlying pitch perception have b
a matter of intense debate ever since Ohm~1843! disputed
Seebeck’s~1841! description of the phenomenon of the mis
ing fundamental frequency (f 0). More recently, one aspec
of this debate has been concerned with the mechan
underlying the different contributions that low- and hig
frequency harmonics make to the overall perceived pitch
a harmonic complex. Early work showed a domina
frequency region for pitch that was determined by bo
relative and absolute frequency relations. Ritsma~1967!
demonstrated that the third through fifth harmonics do
nated the perceived pitch for variousf 0’s, such that
the dominant frequency region for pitch was relative to
complex’s f 0 . Investigating a wider range off 0’s, Plomp
~1967! found that the harmonics that dominated the p
ceived pitch also depended on thef 0 of the complex, sug-
gesting that absolute frequency also influenced the do
nance region.

Most models of pitch perception can account quali
tively for the dominance of low harmonics in determinin
the overall pitch and for the greatly reduced pitch salien
observed when only high harmonics are presented. Howe
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the mechanisms by which they do so differ considerably.
instance, models that rely on the spatial separation of
quency components along the cochlear partition~e.g., Gold-
stein, 1973; Wightman, 1973; Terhardt, 1974, 1979! predict
that pitch salience will deteriorate as the spacing between
individual components within a complex becomes so sm
that the individual peaks in the cochlear representation are
longer resolved. Because the components of a harm
complex are equally spaced on a linear frequency scale,
the absolute bandwidths of auditory filters increase with
creasing center frequency~CF!, the density of harmonics pe
auditory filter increases with increasing harmonic numb
As a result, low-order harmonics are resolved from one
other, but higher-order harmonics begin to interact with
single auditory filters and eventually become unresolved
contrast, models based on the autocorrelation of audito
nerve fiber activity, pooled across the total population of
bers ~e.g., Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a,b; Cariani and D
gutte, 1996; Meddis and O’Mard, 1997!, predict poorer
resolution within the model~and hence reduced performan
in f 0 discrimination! as theabsolutefrequency of compo-
nents increases~Cariani and Delgutte, 1996; Carlyon, 1998!,
due primarily to the roll-off in the phase-locking propertie
of auditory-nerve fibers above about 1.5 kHz~Weiss and
Rose, 1988!. These two categories of models are often
ferred to as ‘‘place’’ and ‘‘temporal’’ models, respectivel
3323323/12/$19.00 © 2003 Acoustical Society of America
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However, it should be noted that the term ‘‘place mode
does not necessarily imply that the frequencies of individ
harmonics are encoded via a place mechanism. Instead
possible that the frequency information at each place is
coded via a temporal mechanism~Srulovicz and Goldstein
1983; Shamma and Klein, 2000!. Nevertheless, it is impor
tant for these place models that the components are s
ciently well resolved for the frequency of each to be es
mated individually.

The defining role of absolute frequency and phase lo
ing, implied by temporal models based on the pooled au
correlation function, has been called into question by vari
psychophysical experiments indicating that relative f
quency relationships play an important role in the deterio
tion of pitch salience for high-order harmonics. Houtsma a
Smurzynski~1990! estimated pitch salience, in terms of m
lodic interval recognition and fundamental frequency diffe
ence limens (f 0 DLs), for complex tones comprising 11 su
cessive harmonics as a function of the lowest harmo
present. They found that for both measures, performance
much poorer when only harmonics above the 10th were
sented than when at least some harmonics below the
were present. Although they carried out their experimen
only onef 0 ~200 Hz!, meaning that the respective influenc
of absolute and relative frequencies could not be dis
guished, earlier research with two harmonics~Houtsma and
Goldstein, 1972!, and later research with many harmoni
~Carlyon and Shackleton, 1994; Shackleton and Carly
1994; Kaernbach and Bering, 2001!, strongly support the
idea that performance in such tasks is limited primarily
the lowest harmonic number present, and not by the low
absolute frequency present.

While it has been generally assumed that pitch discri
nation deteriorates when only high harmonics are pres
because the harmonics are peripherally unresolved~Houtsma
and Smurzynski, 1990; Carlyon and Shackleton, 19
Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!, certain results in the litera
ture cast some doubt on this interpretation. Houtsma
Goldstein ~1972! estimated the pitch strength of harmon
complexes consisting of two successive components by m
suring performance in musical interval identification. Ha
monics that are unresolved when both are presented to
same ear~monotic! become resolved when presented to o
posite ears~dichotic!. If strong pitch salience required th
presence of resolved harmonics, we might expect stron
pitch salience when two normally unresolved harmon
~i.e., unresolved under monotic presentation! are presented
dichotically. However, the decrease in performance with
creasing harmonic number was the same under monotic
dichotic presentations, suggesting that the decrease in p
salience with increasing harmonic number may not be du
the harmonics becoming unresolvedper se. Arehart and
Burns ~1999! reported similar results using three musica
trained hearing-impaired listeners.

This paper further investigates the transition inf 0 DLs
found in the data of Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990!, to
determine whether the frequency at which it occurs is
fined by harmonic resolvability, harmonic number regardl
of resolvability, or absolute frequency. Anf 0 DL paradigm
3324 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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~Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990! was used to test whethe
presenting normally unresolved components to opposite
improves performance. Under diotic presentation, all com
nents were presented to both ears, such that the periph
spacing between components was thef 0 . Under dichotic
presentation, even and odd components were presente
opposite ears, such that peripheral spacing between com
nents was twice thef 0(2 f 0) . The approach differs from
those of two earlier studies addressing this issue~Houtsma
and Goldstein, 1972; Arehart and Burns, 1999! in two prin-
cipal ways. First, thef 0 discrimination task does not requir
the musical training that is necessary for a musical inter
identification task. Second, 12-component complexes yie
much stronger pitch salience than the relatively weak pi
elicited by two-tone complexes, even with low-order ha
monics.

Underlying this study was the important assumption t
approximately twice as many harmonics should be resol
in the dichotic conditions, where the peripheral frequen
spacing between components is twice that of the diotic c
ditions. The first experiment was designed to test the valid
of this assumption. In addition, experiment 1 addressed
discrepancy in the literature between direct and indirect
timates of harmonic resolvability, as described below.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: RESOLVABILITY OF INDIVIDUAL
HARMONICS

A. Rationale

The existing studies on pitch perception show very go
consistency in terms of the locus of the transition reg
between good and poorf 0 discrimination~Cullen and Long,
1986; Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990!. However, as pointed
out by Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!, while these data set
show a transition that occurs between harmonic numbers
and 13, direct measures of individual component resolva
ity have shown that listeners are generally only able to h
out the first five to eight harmonics of a harmonic compl
~Plomp, 1964; Plomp and Mimpen, 1968!. Similarly, Shack-
leton and Carlyon~1994! concluded that the limits of the
resolvability of individual components within an inharmon
tone complex, as measured by Moore and Ohgushi~1993!,
were also lower than those estimated indirectly usingf 0 DLS
for harmonic tone complexes.

One reason for this discrepancy might be the nature
the respective tasks. Musicians have been shown to h
better performance than nonmusicians in ‘‘hearing out’’ h
monics ~Soderquist, 1970; Fine and Moore, 1993!, while
their auditory filter bandwidths are not significantly differe
~Fine and Moore, 1993!. The difference between direct an
indirect estimates of peripheral resolvability may be attrib
able to attentional limitations, whereby, in hearing out in
vidual partials, subjects may have difficulty overcoming th
perceptual fusion of the complex into a single auditory o
ject. The difference could also be due to other nonperiph
limitations. In contrast to the Plomp~1964! and Moore and
Ohgushi~1993! studies, which required subjects to hear o
an individual partial presented simultaneously with a co
plex, this study gated the target harmonic on and off repe
edly within the presentation interval. This strategy was d
J. G. Bernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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signed to help overcome any nonperipheral limitations an
encourage perceptual segregation, while not affecting per
eral resolvability.1 If good f 0 discrimination depends on th
presence of peripherally resolved harmonics, we expect
listeners should be able to hear out approximately
harmonics—more than the five to eight measured by Plo
~1964!.

B. Methods

In this and subsequent experiments, all subjects
some degree of musical training. The least musically trai
subject had 4 years of instruction in middle school, while
most musically trained were two professional musicians w
more than 18 years formal training. All subjects had norm
hearing~15 dB HL or lessre ANSI-1969 at octave frequen
cies between 250 Hz and 8 kHz!. Four subjects~ages 18–26,
two female! participated in this experiment.

All stimuli were presented in a background noise, unc
related between the two ears which we will call modifi
uniform masking noise (UMNm). This noise is similar to
uniform masking noise~UMN! ~Schmidt and Zwicker,
1991!, in that it is intended to yield pure-tone masked thre
olds at a constant sound pressure level~SPL! across fre-
quency, but the spectrum is somewhat different; UMNm has a
long-term spectrum level that is flat~15 dB/Hz SPL in our
study! for frequencies below 600 Hz, and rolls off at 2 dB
oct above 600 Hz. The noise was low-pass filtered wit
cutoff at 10 kHz. Thresholds for pure tones at 200, 5
1500, and 4000 Hz in UMNm in the left ear were estimate
via a three-alternative forced-choice, two-down, one
adaptive algorithm~Levitt, 1971!. For each subject, pur
tone thresholds in UMNm fell within a 5-dB range at all four
frequencies tested, such that harmonic components prese
at equal SPL had nearly equal sensation level~SL!. As an
approximation, we defined 0 dB SL for each subject as
highest of the thresholds across the four frequencies tes
which ranged from 29.7 to 33 dB SPL across all subjects
this and subsequent experiments.

The stimuli were generated digitally and played out via
soundcard~LynxStudio LynxOne! with 24-bit resolution and
a sampling frequency of 32 kHz. The stimuli were th
passed through a programmable attenuator~TDT PA4! and
headphone buffer~TDT HB6! before being presented to th
subject via Sennheiser HD 580 headphones. Subjects
seated in a double-walled sound-attenuating chamber.

Each trial in the experiment consisted of two interva
each with a 1-s duration, separated by 375 ms. The
interval contained three bursts of a 300-ms sinusoid~referred
to as the comparison tone!, including 20-ms Hanning win-
dow onset and offset ramps, separated by 50-ms silent g
The second interval consisted of a harmonic complex w
the first 40 successive harmonics of thef 0 with duration
1000 ms, including 20-ms Hanning window onset and off
ramps. Components were presented in random phase to
sure that the frequency of the target component was de
able only if the component was spectrally resolved.2 The
target component was gated on and off in the same ma
as in the first interval, while all the other components we
on continuously throughout the interval. Each compon

was presented at a nominal 15 dB SL~adjusted for each
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subject!, such that the stimuli in this experiment were simil
in level to those used in experiment 2. The task was a tw
alternative forced-choice task, where the listener was
quired to discriminate which of the comparison tone~interval
1! or target tone~interval 2! was higher in frequency. A sche
matic of the stimuli is shown in Fig. 1.

Four conditions were presented, for all combinations
the harmonic complex in interval 2 presented diotically
dichotically, with a 100- or 200-Hz averagef 0 ( f̄ 0). Fifty
trials for each of ten target harmonic numbers in each c
dition were presented~diotic: 5 through 14, inclusive; di-
chotic: 11, 12, 13, 14, 16, 18, 20, 22, 25, and 28!, for a total
of 500 trials per condition. The trials were presented in ru
each consisting of five trials for each of the ten harmonics
one condition, presented in random order. In the dicho
conditions, the comparison and target harmonics were
ways presented to the same ear throughout a run, and
distribution of the even and odd harmonics of the complex
interval 2 to the left and right ears was varied according
For example, for a trial where the target 14th harmonic a
comparison tone were presented to the right ear, the e
harmonics in interval 2 were also presented to the right
In the dichotic conditions, five runs were presented with
target in the left ear, and five runs were presented with
target in the right ear.

The difference (D f ) between the frequency of the com
parison tone (f comp) and that of the target tone (f targ) was set
as a proportion off targ. This is different from Plomp’s~1964!
experiment, where he required listeners to identify which
two pure tones was in fact a component of the complex. O
comparison tone was at the frequency of one of the com
nents, and the other was halfway between the frequen
two successive components, such that it always fell at
same place relative to the target tone on alinear scale. In our
experiment, the comparison tone was adjusted relative to
target tone on alogarithmicscale, ensuring that any decrea
in performance with increasing harmonic number reflect
reduction in resolvability, and not the increase in linear pu
tone DLs with increasing frequency~Moore, 1973!.

In each trial,f comp was either higher or lower thanf targ,
each with probability 0.5, withD f 5u f targ2 f compu chosen
from a uniform distribution of 3.5 to 5.0% of thef targ. The
value ofD f was always at least 3.5% of thef targ, which is
well above the frequency discrimination threshold for ton
in quiet~Moore, 1973!. The f 0 of the complex was randomly
chosen from a uniform distribution between 0.935f̄ 0 and

FIG. 1. Schematic of the stimuli used in experiment 1. Interval 2 contain
40-component harmonic complex, with the target harmonic gated on an
to perceptually segregate it from the complex. Interval 1 contains a p
tone probe, higher or lower in frequency than the target harmonic in inte
2, gated in the same way as the target harmonic.
3325ernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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1.065 f̄ 0 . RandomizingD f was intended to prevent the lis
tener from correctly identifying the frequency relationsh
without actually hearing out the target tone by memoriz
the frequency relationship between the comparison tone
the complex’sf 0 . Testing a large number of target harmoni
~ten per condition! and randomizingf 0 further prevented this
type of alternative cue.3

Each subject began with a training phase, where r
rotated through the four conditions, during which feedba
was provided. Training continued until a subject was relia
obtaining nearly 100% correct for the lowest harmonic tes
in each condition. The training period varied across subje
from 15 min to 2 h. During the data collection phase, fee
back was not provided.

C. Results

Figure 2 shows the mean data. The error bars denote61
standard error of the mean performance across all listen
Although there was significant variability in performan
across subjects, a systematic trend is clear in the data.
cent correct generally decreases with increasing harm
number, with the 75% correct point corresponding roughly
the 10th harmonic in the diotic conditions, and to the 20
harmonic in the dichotic conditions. For each condition,
pooled data from all subjects were fit~solid lines in Fig. 2! to

FIG. 2. Mean results of experiment 1, showing percent correct in identify
the probe tone as higher or lower than the target tone as a functio
harmonic number. Error bars represent plus and minus one standard
across the individual scores for the four subjects. Open symbols ind
diotic conditions, with all harmonics presented to both ears; filled symb
indicate dichotic conditions, with odd and even harmonics presented to
posite ears. The left and right panels show results withf 0’s of 100 and 200
Hz, respectively. Solid lines represent the best fits of the erfc function@Eq.
~1!, footnote 4# to the pooled data. The limit of harmonic resolvabilit
defined as the harmonic that yields 75% correct performance, is depicte
a vertical dotted line. The upper and lower horizontal dashed lines indi
75% correct~limit of harmonic resolvability! and 50% correct~chance!,
respectively.
3326 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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a complementary error function~erfc! bound to 50% and
100% correct at the extremes.4 The nonlinear least square
Gauss–Newton method was used to fit the data to Eq.~1!
with two free parameters (n0 andw). The estimatedn0 was
taken to be the estimated limit of harmonic resolvability,
accordance with the methods of Plomp~1964!. Judgments of
the goodness of fit were based on a 95% confidence inte
(62s) measure of uncertainty in then0 estimate. The values
obtained for the estimated limits of resolvability and 95
confidence interval,n062s, for the pooled data were: 9.3
61.03 ~diotic 100 Hz!, 21.1861.65 ~dichotic 100 Hz!,
11.2060.74 ~diotic 200 Hz!, and 17.7361.91 ~dichotic 200
Hz!.

Figure 3 shows the individual data. The left colum
shows data from the 100-Hzf̄ 0 and the right column shows
data from the 200-Hzf̄ 0 . There was considerable intersu
ject variability in performance, as well as certain nonmon
tonic trends within individual subjects. One subject~S2! had
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FIG. 3. Results from the individual subjects in experiment 1, showing p
cent correct in identifying the probe tone as higher or lower than the ta
tone as a function of harmonic number. Each data point represents pe
mance over 50 stimulus trials. Each row represents results from one sub
The left column~circles! and right column~squares! show results withf 0’s
of 100 and 200 Hz, respectively. The solid curves respresent best fits o
erfc function@Eq. ~1!# to the individual data. The upper and lower dash
lines in each plot represent 75% and 50% correct, respectively.
J. G. Bernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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difficulty hearing out even the lowest harmonics in t
100-Hz diotic condition. Two subjects~S1 and S3! showed
nonmonotonicities in the diotic conditions near the 12th h
monic. In the dichotic conditions, large nonmonotoniciti
were exhibited by one subject~S3! at the 100- and
200-Hz f̄ 0’s, and by two others~S1 and S2! at the
200-Hz f̄ 0 . For these subjects, performance decreased be
75% in the vicinity of the 12th to 16th harmonics, and th
increased before once again dropping below 75% for hig
harmonics. The nonmonotonicities in the diotic and dicho
conditions in the vicinity of the 12th and 14th harmonics a
also present in the mean data~Fig. 2!.

Individual subject data in each condition were fit to t
erfc function @Eq. ~1!#. Fits ranged from good for subject
and conditions where the psychometric function exhibi
few nonmonotonicities~e.g., subject S4, diotic 200 Hz, 2s
50.71 harmonics), to extremely poor for subjects and c
ditions where the psychometric function exhibited ma
nonmonotonicities~e.g., subject S3, dichotic 100 Hz, 2s
56.67 harmonics).

D. Discussion

Five aspects of the results merit attention. First, roug
twice as many harmonics can be heard out in the dich
conditions as in the diotic conditions. This is the most i
portant result of the experiment, as it verifies the cen
assumption for experiment 2, that only processes before
combination of binaural information limit harmonic resol
ability.

Second, our estimates of the limits of harmonic reso
ability in the diotic conditions are greater than those repor
by Plomp ~1964!. Our results indicate that the first 9 to 1
harmonics of a complex forf̄ 0’s of 100 and 200 Hz are
peripherally resolved. This estimate closely matches the
direct estimate of the limits of harmonic resolvability~Hout-
sma and Smurzynski, 1990; Shackleton and Carlyon, 19!,
where the lowest harmonic present must be the 10th or
low in order to yield small f 0 DLs. This indicates that
enough harmonics are peripherally resolved to account
the limits of good f 0 discrimination, thereby resolving th
apparent discrepancy between direct and indirect meas
of resolvability~Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!. A caveat to
this conclusion is that the ‘‘enhancement’’ effect~see foot-
note 1! may have helped to overcome some nonperiph
limitation to harmonic resolvability that occurs before t
detection of pitch. Therefore, in the absence of ‘‘enhan
ment,’’ all of these peripherally resolved harmonics mig
not be available to the pitch detector. Also, this is an ope
tional definition of resolvability, which depends on th
3.5%–5.0%D f used in this experiment. A smallerD f may
have yielded a lower estimate of the number of resolv
harmonics.

Third, there was some indication of more resolved h
monics for the 200-Hz than the 100-Hzf 0 , consistent with
results of Sheraet al. ~2002! indicating that the cochlear fil
ter bandwidths relative to CF decrease with increasing ab
lute frequency at low signal levels. Nevertheless, this diff
ence was small, indicating that harmonic number larg
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 J. G. B
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determines resolvability. The limited range off 0’s used in
this study prevents a comparison with the effects off 0 re-
ported by Plomp~1964!, where forf 0’s greater than 200 Hz
the number of resolved harmonics decreased with increa
f 0 .

Fourth, some subjects experienced difficulties with ev
low-frequency harmonics, or displayed nonmonotonic p
chometric functions. For example, for subject S2 at
200-Hz f 0 and subject S3 at bothf 0’s, the initial drop below
75% correct performance in the dichotic conditions occur
at a similar harmonic number as in the diotic conditions. T
suggests that there may be some central limitation on re
lution for these subjects and conditions that operates on b
diotic and dichotic complexes. However, for all subjects, h
monics above the 14th are well resolved under dichotic p
sentation, and any central limitation of harmonic resolvab
ity seems to appear only near the 14th harmonic.

Fifth, the estimate ofn0 in the dichotic 200-Hz condi-
tion had a large 95% confidence interval (610.8%), consis-
tent with the poor fit apparent in a visual inspection of t
data. Given the high range of pure tone frequencies prese
in this condition, this large uncertainty may reflect absolu
frequency effects. However, even at the highest frequen
tested~5.6 kHz!, the minimumD f we used~3.5%! is still
greater than the 0.5% obtained for similar frequency lon
duration tones in quiet~Moore, 1973!. Although the 60 dB
SPL tones used in the Moore~1973! study are not compa
rable to the 15 dB SL tones used in this study, Hoeks
~1979! showed that a reduction from moderate~40 dB! to
low ~15 dB! SLs increased DLs for a 2-kHz pure tone by le
than a factor of 2. This suggests that the variable res
found at these very high frequencies cannot be ascri
solely to the coding limitations of individual components.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: FUNDAMENTAL FREQUENCY
DIFFERENCE LIMENS

A. Rationale

In experiment 2 we measuredf 0 DLs as a function of
the lowest harmonic number present for diotic and dicho
harmonic complexes. If good discrimination ability were d
pendent on the presence of resolved harmonicsper se, the
auditory system should be able to utilize the informati
provided by the additional resolved harmonics available
der dichotic presentation, such that the order of magnit
increase inf 0 DLs ~Houtsma and Smurzynski, 1990! would
occur at twice the harmonic number as compared to di
presentation. Alternatively, if good discrimination abilit
were dependent only on the presence of low-numbered
monics, regardless of resolvability, the additional resolv
harmonics should provide no benefit, such that the incre
in f 0 DLs would occur at the same lowest harmonic numb
in both dichotic and diotic conditions.

In order to determine if the increase inf 0 DLs is due to
absolute or relative frequency effects, we performed
measurements at two differentf 0’s ~100 and 200 Hz!. Based
on the results of Shackleton and Carlyon~1994!, suggesting
that the DL shift is due to relative frequency effects~i.e., the
presence or absence of resolved harmonics!, we expect that
3327ernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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the DL shift should occur at approximately the same h
monic number for bothf 0’s. Alternatively, if the DL shift
were mainly due to absolute frequency effects as implied
many temporal pitch models, then the DL shift should oc
at about the same absolute frequency, or twice the harm
number for the 100-Hzf 0 as compared to the 200-Hzf 0

conditions. While we measuredf 0 DLs with harmonics in
random phase in order to allow a direct comparison with
harmonic resolvability data of experiment 1, we also p
formed the measurements with harmonics in sine phas
allow a more direct comparison with earlier data.

B. Methods

Stimuli were 500-ms~including 30-ms Hanning window
rise and fall! harmonic complexes with 12 successive co
ponents. Each component was presented at 10 dB S
UMNm background noise~see experiment 1!. This low level
was used to prevent the detection of combination ton
Stimuli were presented diotically and dichotically withf 0’s
of 100 and 200 Hz, in sine phase and random phase, f
total of eight conditions. Discrimination thresholds were e
timated for eight normal-hearing subjects. Four subje
~ages 18–24, two female!, including the first author, partici
pated in the sine-phase conditions. Two had also particip
in experiment 1. Four new subjects~ages 18–24, one female!
participated in the random-phase conditions. The setup
stimulus delivery was the same as in experiment 1.

Fundamental frequency DLs as a function of the co
plex’s average lowest harmonic number (N̄) were estimated
via a three-alternative forced-choice, two-down, one
adaptive algorithm tracking the 70.7% correct point~Levitt,
1971!. The f 0 difference (D f 0) was initially set to 10% of
the f 0 . The starting step size was 2% of thef 0 , decreasing to
0.5% after the first two reversals, and then to 0.2% after
next two reversals. Thef 0 DL was estimated as the averag
of the D f 0’s at the remaining six reversal points.

Two of the intervals contained harmonic complexes w
a basef 0( f 0,base), while one interval contained a comple
with a higherf 0( f 0,base1D f 0). The task was to identify the
interval with the higherf 0 . Subjects were informed that tw
of the intervals had the same pitch, and one had a hig
pitch, and were asked to identify the interval with the high
pitch. In order to prevent subjects from basing their jud
ments on the frequency of the lowest harmonic, the low
harmonic number (N) was roved from interval to interval
such that in the three intervals it wasN̄21, N̄, andN̄11, in
random order. The highest harmonic number was also ro
such that 12 components were presented in each stim
interval. For the dichotic conditions, odd and even com
nents were presented randomly to the left or right ear o
trial-by-trial basis. Feedback was provided after each tr
Subjects were informed that there were different sound qu
ties that varied from interval to interval. They were told
ignore the timbre~‘‘treble/bass quality’’! of the sounds, as
responses based on timbre would result in incorrect answ
and to respond based solely on the pitch. Fundamental
quency discrimination was tested forN̄53, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18
and 24 in all eight conditions.
3328 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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Each subject went through a training phase of at lea
h, which continued until performance was no longer show
consistent improvement. During the measurement ph
four adaptive runs were made per subject, for each valu
N̄ in each condition, and the estimatedf 0 DL for a subject
was taken as the mean of these four estimates. If the stan
deviation across the last six reversals points in any one
was greater than 0.8%, the data for that run was exclu
and the run was repeated at the end of the experiment.

C. Results

Figure 4 shows the estimatedf 0 DLs ~expressed as a
percentage of thef 0) as a function ofN̄. Each data point
represents the arithmetic mean and the error bars repre
6 the standard error across the meanf 0 DLs measured for
four subjects. The central finding of this study is that t
dramatic increase inf 0 DLs occurs at the sameN̄ under
diotic and dichotic presentation. Furthermore, this incre
occurs at the sameN̄ at both f 0’s.

To investigate other trends in the data, an analysis
variance~ANOVA ! with three within-subject factors@ f 0 , N̄
and mode of presentation~diotic or dichotic!# and one
between-subject factor~phase! was conducted. While the
f 0 DL measurement usedf 0 steps on a linear frequency sca
in accordance with the methods of Houtsma and Smurzyn
~1990!, the statistical analysis was performed with logarit
mically ~log! transformed data, in an attempt to satisfy t
uniform variance assumption. Only the following main e
fects and interactions were found to be significantp
,0.05). There was a main effect ofN̄ @F(1,6)5179.5,p
,0.0001#, two-way interactions betweenf 0 and N̄ @F(1,6)
55.60,p,0.0005# and betweenf 0 and mode of presenta

FIG. 4. Mean results from experiment 2. Each data point represents
meanf 0 DL ~%! across four subjects; error bars denote plus and minus
standard error of the mean. The long-dashed curves show the limit of
formance based only on the lower spectral edge of the complexes~see text
for details!. The short-dashed curve in the lower left panel shows data fr
Houtmsa and Smurzynski~1990! for a monotic complex with a 200-Hzf 0 .
J. G. Bernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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tion @F(1,6)56.8,p,0.05#, a three-way interaction be
tween mode of presentation, phase andf 0 @F(1,6)58.32,p
,0.05# and a four-way interaction between all facto
@F(6,36)55.84,p,0.0005#.

The significant four-way interaction suggests caution
interpreting main effects and low-order interactions. Nev
theless, the ANOVA supports two trends in the data conce
ing N̄ and f 0 . First, the main effect ofN̄ clearly reflects the
result that good performance inf 0 discrimination requires
N̄<9. Second, the two-way interaction betweenf 0 and N̄
does not reflect an absolute frequency effect on the
quency of the increase inf 0 DLs, since this transition occur
at the sameN̄ for both f 0’s. Rather, this interaction probabl
reflects an absolute frequency effect for complexes withN̄
.9, where largerf 0 DLs are seen for the 200-Hzf 0 as com-
pared to the 100-Hzf 0 . Interpreting the effects of mode o
presentation and phase requires a closer examination o
data.

The significant higher-order interactions probably refl
the result that dichoticf 0 DLs were somewhat higher o
lower than diotic f 0 DLs depending onf 0 , phase andN̄.
Two trends in the difference betweenf 0 DLs measured un-
der dichotic versus diotic presentation were apparent in
data. The first trend was that dichoticf 0 DLs were larger
than diotic f 0 DLs presentation atN̄512 or N̄515 for all
combinations off 0 and phase except for the 200-Hz rando
phase case. This trend will be addressed further in conju
tion with results of experiment 3. The second, less appar
trend was that dichoticf 0 DLs were slightly smaller forN̄
518 andN̄524 at bothf 0’s. Differences between diotic an
dichotic f 0 DLs were seen in some subjects, but not in o
ers. Figure 5 shows mean DLs for two sample subjects w

FIG. 5. Individual results from experiment 2 for two sample subjects. E
bars show plus and minus one standard deviation across four stimulus
Subject S9~right column! shows largerf 0 DLs under dichotic presentation

for N̄512 and 15. Subject S8~left column! shows smallerf 0 DLs under

dichotic presentation forN̄518 and 24.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 J. G. B
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participated in the random-phase conditions. At one extre
subject S9~right column! shows larger DLs under dichoti

presentation nearN̄512 for both f 0’s. Of the 16 combina-
tions of subject andf 0 , seven showed larger dichotic DL

near N̄512 ~four of eight in sine-phase, three of eight
random-phase!. At the other extreme, subject S8~left col-

umn! shows larger DLs under diotic presentation atN̄518

and 24. While no subjects showed larger diotic DLs neaN̄
518 for sine-phase stimuli, two did for random-pha
stimuli.

The results of Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990! sug-
gested that the phase relationship between harmonics
fected thef 0 DLs for high-order, but not low-order harmon
ics. While this trend also appears in our data, the ANO
indicated no significant main effect of phase or two-way
teractions between phase and any other factor (p.0.05).
Although thef 0 DLs appear larger in the random phase co

ditions forN̄.9, this difference is not statistically significan
for the logarithmically transformed data. The lack of a s
nificant phase effect in our data may be due to the fact
phase was a between-subjects factor, giving the test less
tistical power than if random and sine phase complexes
been tested in the same subjects.

Another possibility is that even though the lowest ha
monic number was roved from interval to interval, for larg
D f 0’s it is possible for listeners to achieve above chan
performance without extractingf 0 information. Phase effects
may not be present in any condition wheref 0 information
was not used to perform the task. Both in our 3IFC study a
in the Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990! study, if the listener
were to base their answer on the frequency of the low
harmonic present in each interval~or the low-frequency edge
of the excitation pattern for unresolved complexes!, they
would achieve 66.7% correct~near the 70.7% correct poin
approximated by the two-up, one-down adaptive procedu!

if D f 0 / f 0.1/N̄. Any data point falling above the DL

5(100/N̄)% dashed line in Fig. 4 could reflect respons
based on the ‘‘lowest harmonic’’ cue, rather thanf 0 extrac-
tion. Performance is slightly worse than the ‘‘lowest ha

monic’’ prediction for N̄518 and 24 in the sine-phase co

ditions, and much worse forN̄.12 in all random-phase
conditions. Thus in this study, listeners may be using low
harmonic cues, rather thanf 0 pitch cues, to performf 0 dis-

crimination for complexes with highN̄, especially when the
components are in random phase. In the Houtsma
Smurzynski~1990! study, f 0 DLs are much smaller than th
lowest harmonic cue prediction, and therefore most lik
reflect actualf 0 discrimination performance.

To look for possible phase effects, Scheffepost-hoctests
compared sine- and random-phase data for the four com

nations off 0 and mode of presentation forN̄512, which is
above the resolved harmonic region, but below the reg
where the ‘‘lowest harmonic’’ cue may have influenced t
results. Results indicate thatf 0 DLs were significantly dif-
ferent (p,0.05) in the 100-Hz dichotic and 200-Hz dioti
conditions, providing some weak evidence for the prese
of phase effects in these conditions.

r
ls.
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D. Discussion

The fact that the transition from small to largef 0 DLs

occurs at the sameN̄ under diotic and dichotic presentatio
indicates that the auditory system is unable to utilize
information provided by the additional resolved harmonics
the dichotic case forf 0 discrimination. While two subjects
did show slightly smallerf 0 DLs for dichotic complexes

than for diotic complexes whenN̄>18, the f 0 DLs ~around
6%! are still much larger than those found for lower num
bered harmonics. This supports the hypothesis that goof 0

discrimination is not limited by harmonic resolvability, bu
by harmonic number, regardless of resolvability. This res
also indicates that subjects cannot ignore the input from
ear in performing thef 0 discrimination task. Remember tha
the ear with the even harmonics contains consecutive

monics of 2f 0 , with a lowest harmonic aroundN̄/2. If sub-
jects were able to ignore the ear with odd harmoni
we would expect the transition between good and poorf 0

discrimination to occur at twice the average lowest harmo

number, i.e., aroundN̄520. Thus, this result is consisten
with the idea that pitch is derived from a combined ‘‘cent
spectrum’’~Zurek, 1979! that prevents an independent pitc
percept derived from the input to one ear. Note, howev
that the odd and even harmonics were presented to left
right ears at random in each trial, making it impossible
the listener to know which ear to ignore. It is possible tha
odd and even harmonics were presented consistently to
same ears, subjects may have been able to learn to ignor
input from the ear with odd harmonics.

The transition from small to largef 0 DLs occurs at the

sameN̄ at bothf 0’s, consistent with the results of Kaernbac
and Bering~2001!. This confirms our expectation~Shackle-
ton and Carlyon, 1994! that the dramatic increase inf 0 DLs
is due to a relative frequency effect that depends more
harmonic number than on an absolute frequency effect, s
as the roll-off of phase-locking with increasing absolute f
quency. Nevertheless, effects of absolute frequency are

present, in that thef 0 DLs for N̄.9 are greater for the
200-Hz f 0 than for the 100-Hzf 0 . These absolute frequenc
effects may be related to phase locking, where the additio
information available from phase locking to the fine structu
at a lower absolute frequency region in the 100-Hz condit
aidedf 0 discrimination. Also, because we tested onlyf 0’s of
100 and 200 Hz, we did not observe the absolute freque
effects reported in other studies where thef 0 DL transition

occurs at a lowerN̄ for f 0’s below 100 Hz and above 200 H
~Ritsma, 1962; Krumbholzet al., 2000; Pressnitzeret al.,
2001!.

For the diotic 200-Hz sine-phase condition,f 0 DLs for

complexes withN̄.10 are approximately twice as large
those of the monotic 200-Hz sine-phase results of Houts
and Smurzynski~1990!, depicted as a dashed line in th
lower left panel of Fig. 4, although the transition from sm

to large f 0 DLs occurs at the sameN̄ in both studies. The
difference in DL between this and the earlier study can
probably explained in terms of differences in sensation le
Hoekstra~1979! showed that an increase in sensation le
3330 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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from the 10 dB used in our study to the 20 dB used in
Houtsma and Smurzynski~1990! study decreasedf 0 DLs for
harmonic complexes by a factor of 2 to 4, depending onf 0

and subject.

IV. EXPERIMENT 3: PERCEIVED PITCH OF DICHOTIC
STIMULI

A. Rationale

Flanagan and Guttman~1960! investigated the pitch of
same- and alternating-polarity click trains. A same-polar
click train has a click rate equal to thef 0 , and a spectrum
consisting of all the harmonics off 0 , whereas an alternating
polarity click train has a click rate that is 2f 0, and a spectrum
consisting of only the odd harmonics of thef 0 . According to
Flanagan and Guttman~1960!, stimuli with f 0,150 Hz elicit
a pitch corresponding to the click rate, regardless of polar
while stimuli with f 0.150 Hz elicit a pitch corresponding t
the f 0 . This result is consistent with a two-mechanism mod
of pitch perception. Click trains with a highf 0 that contain
resolved components in the absolute frequency domina
region for pitch~Plomp, 1967! yield a pitch at thef 0 , con-
sistent with a mechanism that extracts pitch from spec
cues. Click trains with a lowf 0 that contain only unresolved
components in the dominance region yield a pitch consis
with a mechanism that extracts pitch from peaks in the te
poral envelope of the waveform. The temporal envelope
the alternating polarity click train repeats at the differen
frequency between components of 2f 0 , whereas the wave
form of the same polarity click train repeats at thef 0 .

Experiment 3 estimated the perceived pitch of the
chotic stimuli used in experiment 2. If, as suggested by
results of experiment 2, the individual resolved compone
above the 10th harmonic are not used inf 0 discrimination,
then the pitch of dichotic complexes withN̄.10 may be
derived from the repetition rate of the temporal envelope
so, these complexes should yield a perceived pitch at 2f 0 ,
consistent with the peripheral difference frequency betw
adjacent components. Alternatively, the central pitch mec
nism may be able to make some, but poor, use of the hig
order resolved harmonics. If so, these dichotic stimuli sho
yield a pitch at thef 0 derived from the combined centra
spectrum, but with the poorf 0 discrimination performance
seen in experiment 2.

B. Methods

Assuming that listeners would only perceive a pitch
the f 0 or at 2 f 0 for their alternating-phase stimuli, Shackle
ton and Carlyon~1994! asked listeners to identify which o
two sine-phase stimuli, with fundamental frequencies eq
to the f 0 or to 2 f 0 of the alternating-phase stimulus, mo
closely matched each alternating-phase stimulus. Simila
we assumed that our dichotic stimuli would yield perceiv
pitches corresponding to either thef 0 , consistent with spec-
tral cues, or to 2f 0 , consistent with monaural temporal en
velope cues. However, we used a different experime
paradigm. Subjects compared the pitch of a dichotic stimu
with that of a diotic stimulus, where thef 0 of the diotic
J. G. Bernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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stimulus was a half-octave~a factor of&) higher than that
of the dichotic stimulus. We assumed that the diotic si
phase stimulus yielded a perceived pitch near itsf 0 . Thus, if
the dichotic stimulus was judged as ‘‘higher’’ we assum
that the subject perceived its pitch to be 2f 0 . Similarly, if
the dichotic stimulus was judged ‘‘lower,’’ we assumed t
subject perceived its pitch to be thef 0 .

The dichotic stimuli were sine-phase complexes ide
cal to those described in experiment 2. The diotic stim
were sine-phase harmonic complexes withf 0 half an octave
above thef 0 of the dichotic stimulus in the same trial, wit
harmonics chosen such that the bandwidth was limited
that of the dichotic stimulus. The diotic and dichotic stimu
were presented randomly in the first and second intervals
the subject was asked to identify the ‘‘higher’’ interval. Low
est harmonic number was not roved from interval to interv
Each run consisted of seven trials for each of the seven
erage lowest harmonic numbers tested in experiment 2, f
total of 49 trials. Twelve runs were performed at both t
100- and 200-Hzf 0’s, such that each dichotic complex wa
presented a total 84 times per subject. To acquaint sub
with the task, they underwent a short~15 min! training ses-
sion during which they were required to identify the high
of two pure tones separated by1

2 octave. Four subjects~ages
18–24, one female! took part in this experiment. Three ha
already participated in experiment 1 or 2. The setup
stimulus delivery was identical to that described in expe
ment 1.

C. Results

The results shown in Fig. 6 clearly indicate that subje
perceived a pitch lower than& times the f 0 for dichotic
stimuli with a low lowest harmonic number and a pitc
higher than& times thef 0 for dichotic stimuli with a high
lowest harmonic number. The transition between the t
pitch percepts occurred between lowest harmonic numbe
and 18, roughly the same region as was seen for thef 0 DL
shift in experiment 2. If our assumption that listeners alwa
perceive a pitch corresponding to either thef 0 or 2 f 0 holds,

FIG. 6. Mean results from experiment 3, showing the percentage of t
where subjects reported a dichotic complex to have a higher pitch th
diotic complex with f 0 a factor of& higher. Error bars indicate plus o
minus one standard error of the mean across the individual subjects
lowest harmonic numberN,12, subjects nearly always identified the diot
complex as ‘‘higher;’’ forN.15 subjects nearly always identified the d
chotic complex as ‘‘higher.’’ The transition from 0% to 100% occurs
approximately the same harmonic number for bothf 0’s tested.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 J. G. B
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then listeners are perceiving a pitch corresponding to thef 0

for complexes containing harmonics lower than the 10
consistent with spectral cues, and a pitch correspondin
2 f 0 for complexes containing only harmonics above t
15th, consistent with temporal envelope cues. In betwe
the pitch appears to be ambiguous. Further testing would
necessary to determine if this ambiguity reflects two sim
taneous pitches~at thef 0 and at 2f 0) deriving from different
mechanisms.

D. Discussion

The values ofN that yielded an ambiguous pitch in th
experiment correspond well to the values ofN̄ that yielded
elevatedf 0 DLs under dichotic presentation in experiment
This suggests that neither a mechanism that operates o
solved harmonics nor a mechanism that extracts the p
from the temporal envelope responds well to dichotic stim
in this region. Since approximately 20 harmonics are
solved under dichotic presentation~experiment 1!, listeners
had difficulty extracting thef 0 from these high-order, bu
resolved harmonics. Since dichotic complexes have fe
components falling within an auditory filter, the resultin
temporal envelopes will be less modulated than the en
lopes associated with the diotic stimuli, reducing the effe
tiveness of the envelope as a pitch cue.

The data show that listeners nearly always perceive
pitch near thef 0 for N,12. This result is in conflict with the
results of Hall and Soderquist~1975!, where subjects re-
ported two pitches, one at eachf 0 , when three successiv
components each of a 200- and a 400-Hzf 0 were presented
to opposite ears. The larger number of harmonics prese
in the current study~six to each ear! may have encourage
the fusion of binaural information in processing pitch.

V. GENERAL DISCUSSION

A. Absolute or relative frequency?

The transitions from strong to weak pitch salience
experiment 2, and from a perceived pitch of thef 0 to 2 f 0 in
experiment 3, occur at approximately the same lowest h
monic number for both the 100- and 200-Hzf 0’s. These
results are consistent with the idea that relative freque
relationships, such as those that govern harmonic resolva
ity, underlie the different pitch percepts associated with co
plexes containing low- and high-order harmonics~Houtsma
and Smurzynski, 1990; Carlyon and Shackleton, 19
Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994; Kaernbach and Beri
2001!. If the change in pitch salience were due to absol
frequency effects, as suggested by autocorrelation mo
~Cariani and Delgutte, 1996; Carlyon, 1998!, the transition
should have occurred at the same absolute frequency, an
the same harmonic number, for the twof 0’s.

B. Resolvability or harmonic number?

Taken together, the results from the experiments dem
strate an interrelationship between harmonic number, res
ability, and pitch. Specifically, the region around the 10
harmonic appears to be important in defining transitions

ls
a

or
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harmonic resolvability,f 0 discrimination, and pitch height, a
least for thef 0 range between 100 and 200 Hz. First, expe
ment 1 showed that for diotic stimuli approximately the fi
ten harmonics are resolved, while higher harmonics are
resolved. Second, consistent with Houtsma and Smurzy
~1990!, experiment 2 showed that smallf 0 DLs require the
presence of harmonics below the 10th. Third, experimen
showed that a perceived pitch associated with thef 0 of the
combined binaural spectrum requires the presence of
monics below the 10th. Taken together, these three obse
tions are consistent with the idea that complexes contain
resolved harmonics below the 10th yield fundamentally d
ferent pitch percepts from those containing only harmon
above the 10th.

Consistent with earlier data from two-tone complex
~Houtsma and Goldstein, 1972; Arehart and Burns, 199!,
the interpretation that harmonic resolutionper seis respon-
sible for the changes in pitch perception is not supported
the comparison of the diotic and dichotic results in expe
ments 2 and 3. The additional resolved harmonics in
dichotic case yield neither smallf 0 DLs in experiment 2, nor
a pitch match consistent with extraction of cues from a c
trally combined spectrum in experiment 3, both of whi
would be expected if the shift from a salient spectral pitch
a weak temporal pitch were due to harmonics becoming
resolved. For example, although a dichotic stimulus withN
515 contains resolved components, it yields poorf 0 dis-
crimination performance and an ambiguous pitch perc
Thus, harmonic number, regardless of resolvability, seem
underlie the changes in pitch perception.

C. Implications for pitch theories

‘‘Harmonic template’’ pitch theories propose that a pit
detection mechanism codes the individual frequencies of
peripherally resolved partials and compares them to an in
nally stored template to derive a pitch at thef 0 ~e.g., Gold-
stein, 1973; Terhardt, 1974, 1979!. The failure of these mod
els to explain how periodicity information is extracted fro
complexes containing only high-order harmonics has dri
an opposing view thatf 0 extraction is performed by a singl
autocorrelation or similar mechanism that operates on
harmonics, regardless of resolvability~Licklider, 1951, 1959;
Meddis and Hewitt, 1991a, b; Meddis and O’Mard, 1997;
Cheveigne´, 1998!. Meddis and O’Mard~1997! have claimed
that their model accounts for the different pitch percepts
sociated with resolved and unresolved harmonic comple
due to the inherent differences in the result of the autoco
lation calculation for resolved versus unresolved harmon
although the validity of this claim has been put into doubt
further analysis of their model~Carlyon, 1998!. Alterna-
tively, several studies have suggested that pitch may
processed via two different mechanisms, a harmo
template mechanism operating on resolved harmonics,
a separate mechanism operating on the temporal enve
resulting from unresolved harmonics~Houtsma and
Smurzynski, 1990; Carlyon and Shackleton, 1994; Shac
ton and Carlyon, 1994; Steinschneideret al., 1998; Grimault
et al., 2002!.
3332 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003
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The results of experiment 2 argue against a pitch p
cessing mechanism that responds inherently differently
unresolved versus resolved harmonics. With such a me
nism, we would expectf 0 discrimination performance to im
prove when normally unresolved harmonics are artificia
resolved under dichotic presentation, whereas experime
showed thatf 0 discrimination performance was the same
worse in the dichotic conditions. Therefore, any theory
pitch perception must account for relative frequency effe
without relying on harmonic resolvability.

‘‘Temporal’’ theories could account for this relative fre
quency effect if the autocorrelation in each channel w
constrained to be sensitive to a limited range of periodicit
relative to the inverse of the channel’s CF, thereby limiti
the range of harmonic numbers contributing to the pitch p
cept ~Moore, 1982!. This modification would also need t
somehow account for a pitch derived from the temporal
velope for complexes containing only high-order comp
nents. If this requirement could be met, the modified the
would be consistent with the ambiguous pitch and eleva
f 0 DLs seen for dichotic complexes withN512 and N
515, which have relatively ineffective envelope cues~see
Sec. IV D!.

‘‘Place’’ theories could account for this relative fre
quency effect if the templates that derive the pitch from lo
order harmonics were constrained to consist of only th
harmonics that arenormally resolved. This is consistent bot
with the idea of harmonic templates learned from expos
to harmonic sounds~Terhardt, 1974! and the more recen
proposal that templates for low-order harmonics may eme
from any form of wideband stimulation~Shamma and Klein,
2000!. With this constraint, even though artificially resolve
harmonics~above the 10th and up to the 20th partial! are
available under dichotic presentation, the pitch process
mechanism will be unable to utilize these additional resolv
harmonics since no template will have developed to ma
them.

Even with this constraint, ‘‘harmonic template’’ theorie
do not fully explain the results for dichotic complexes co
taining artificially resolved harmonics. For these stimuli, w
would expect that the even harmonics in one ear wo
match a template corresponding to 2f 0 , yielding f 0 DLs on
the order of those measured for complexes containing l
order harmonics. While ambiguous pitch matches sugg
that listeners may sometimes perceive a pitch correspon
to 2 f 0 for these dichotic complexes,f 0 DLs arelarger than
those for diotic complexes with the sameN. Apparently, the
presence of the odd harmonics in the opposite ear has a
stantial detrimental effect onf 0 discrimination.

One possible explanation for these results postulates
existence of inhibitory inputs to harmonic templates, tuned
partials of subharmonics of thef 0 . Under normal circum-
stances, where all harmonics of a complex are present,
inhibition might be useful in preventing erroneous pitch p
cepts at multiples of thef 0 . According to this scheme, while
the resolved (mn)th partials of a complex~wherem and n
are integers! would facilitate a template for a pitch corre
sponding ton times thef 0(n f0) of the complex, the remain
ing resolved partials of the complex would inhibit this tem
J. G. Bernstein and A. J. Oxenham: Harmonic resolvability and pitch
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plate. Thus, only the template for a pitch at thef 0 would
respond to the stimulus, yielding a pitch percept correspo
ing to the f 0 and goodf 0 discrimination. For dichotic com-
plexes withN.10, templates for pitches corresponding
n f0 would still be inhibited, but in this case the template f
a pitch corresponding to thef 0 , with a limited number of
harmonics represented, would not respond to the high-o
harmonics. With no template available, the pitch could o
be derived from temporal cues.

Another interpretation of the results is that the pitch
extracted from a combined ‘‘central spectrum’’ represen
tion ~Zurek, 1979! that prevents an independent pitch perc
derived from the input to one ear. The additionalperipherally
resolved components might not be available in the cen
spectrum representation used to derive pitch. Listeners
have been able to overcome this central fusion in hearing
individual harmonics in experiment 1, but not when derivi
a pitch from the sum of components in experiments 2 an
The nonmonotonic psychometric functions seen in some s
jects in experiment 1 may reflect an inability to overcome
binaural fusion even in the ‘‘hearing out’’ task.

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In experiment 1 approximately twice as many harmon
are resolved under dichotic as compared to diotic prese
tion, verifying that harmonic resolvability is not limited b
binaural interactions. A direct estimate of the limits of ha
monic resolvability indicated that approximately 9 and
harmonics are resolved for 100- and 200-Hzf 0’s, respec-
tively. The results from our direct measure, which minimiz
nonperipheral limitations by gating the target component
and off, resolve the discrepancy between previous direct
timates that only five to eight harmonics are resolv
~Plomp, 1964!, and indirect estimates suggesting that a
proximately ten harmonics are resolved~Houtsma and
Smurzynski, 1990; Shackleton and Carlyon, 1994!.

In experiment 2, listeners were unable to utilize the a
ditional resolved harmonics available under dichotic pres
tation for f 0 discrimination. This implies that the deteriora
tion in f 0 DLs with increasing lower cutoff frequency is du
not to harmonics becoming unresolvedper se, but instead to
the increasing lowest harmonic number, regardless of res
ability. This result suggests constraints to both ‘‘place’’ a
‘‘temporal’’ models of pitch perception. For a ‘‘harmoni
template’’ theory to account for the data, only those harm
ics that arenormally resolved should be represented in t
templates. For an ‘‘autocorrelation’’ theory to do so, t
range of periodicities to which the autocorrelation in ea
channel is sensitive should be CF-dependent~Moore, 1982!.

The results of experiments 2 and 3 are consistent wi
two-mechanism model of pitch perception~e.g., Carlyon and
Shackleton, 1994!. When harmonics below the 10th a
present, a harmonic template mechanism is able to ex
pitch from the resolved components, yielding smallf 0 DLs
and a pitch consistent with spectral cues. When only harm
ics above the 10th are present, the auditory system relie
temporal envelope cues for pitch extraction, regardless
resolvability, yielding some ambiguous pitch percepts for
chotic complexes, and poorf 0 discrimination performance in
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 113, No. 6, June 2003 J. G. B
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all cases. A temporal model, constrained as described ab
may nevertheless be able to account for these results w
the framework of a single autocorrelation mechanism.
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1Viemeister and Bacon~1982! found that a component whose onset is d
layed relative to the remaining component produced more forward mas
than when the entire complex is gated synchronously. Even if this ‘‘
hancement’’ effect can be thought of as ‘‘amplifying’’ the representation
a subset of auditory nerve fibers, this should not have any effect on pe
eral resolvability, as the signal-to-noise ratio within that population wo
be unaffected. In fact, physiological enhancement of the response to a
ponent of a harmonic complex with delayed onset time has been foun
the cochlear nucleus~Scutt et al., 1997! but not in the auditory nerve
~Palmeret al., 1995! of the guinea pig.

2The temporal waveform for several harmonics of a sine-phase complex
fall in one auditory filter is click-like, with brief peaks occurring at interva
of the f 0 , separated by low-level epochs. Eliminating a spectrally un
solved harmonic component~i.e., adding it out of phase! will result in that
component appearing during the low-level epochs, thereby allowing
detection of the subtracted component’s frequency by ‘‘listening in
valleys,’’ or ‘‘dip listening’’ ~Duifhuis, 1970!. Since random-phase com
plexes generally have much flatter temporal envelopes and are not co
cive to listening in the valleys~Alcántara and Moore, 1995!, this greatly
reduced the possibility of dip listening.

3In fact, the combined randomizations ensured that, for a givenf comp, the
probability that the frequency of the target harmonic was higher thanf comp

was approximately equal to the probability of it being lower~except when
f comp, f targ when the lowest target component was tested orf comp. f targ

when the highest target component was tested!, so that subjects were pre
vented from answering correctly based only on the frequency of the c
parison tone.

4
Percent correct~n!5100F1

2
1

1

2Ap
E

n

`

e2[w(n82n0)] 2
dn8G , ~1!

wheren is harmonic number,n8 is the harmonic number integration var
able,w is a factor describing the slope of the psychometric function, andn0

is the harmonic number that yields 75% correct.
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